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ADE PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

N OW He Belongs to the Sages: Lincoln and the
Academy
CUu..OM DAVIS

O

ne score years ago our founders brought
forth, upon this profession, a new association, conceived in St. Louis, and dedicated
to the proposition that all editors are worthy ....
With these inspiring words reverberating in your
ears, I warmly welcome you to the festive highlight
of our twentieth anniversary meeting. As a veteran
of but ten of those twenty annual gatherings, I stand
in juvenile but genuine awe of our founders,
women and men who forged a society to serve not
only its members but also the highest standards of
our craft. Their visionary aspirations were consummated twenty years ago next month, in the snug
Chippendale Room of St. Louis's venerable Chase
Park Plaza Hotel, several miles west of here. As
today's sentimental sessions have reminded us,
those present at the creation share a special bond
that the rest of us may envy and also admire. Let
us begin, therefore, by asking all of ADE's duly
certified "Founders" to rise and receive our grateful congratulations.
No less deserving are those among us who, as
previous ADE presidents, charted our course, 'mediated our quarrels, articulated our needs and-at
times-felt our pain. By hoary tradition, upon completing their terms they become ADE "dinosaurs,"
with lifetime licenses to pontificate. Sadly, their
ranks have thinned somewhat, notably with this
year's passing of our founding president, Arthur
Link. But these hardy reptiles are far from extinct.
In fact, tonight's banquet room is a veritable Jurassic Park of dinosaurs, so join me in asking them to
stand and be recognized. I also add my personal
congratulations to our richly deserving award winners, John Simon, Joseph McElrath, and Kevin Hayes.
CUUDM DAVIS delivered this address at the annual banquet of the
Association for Documentary Editing in St. Louis on 9 October
1998. He is the Director and Senior Editor of the Lincoln Legal
Papers, a project of the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency.

Like Ray Smock in his wonderful paper today,
I took the time to digest twenty years worth of presidential addresses. They make good reading, but
early this year I concluded that it would be a foolhardy disservice for me to emulate them. There are
certain expectations for a learned society's presidential addresses. They typically either celebrate the
organization's past,
forecast its future,
wrestle with its methodological issues, or
measure its evolution. This last type
often takes anthropomorphic form,
with the speaker noting the association's
robust adolescence,
proud adulthood, or
mellow middle age. I
know and respect
this genre, but it suits
neither my temperament nor my experiADE President Cullom Davis
ence. Remember that
I am relatively new
not only to ADE but to documentary editing itself.
While many of you have devoted decades to this
work, I practiced several other specialties before joining you. If there were a Butterfly as well as a Butterfield
award, I should easily win it. Under such circumstances it would be presumptuous of me to address
you on matters editorial.
It is more appropriate to discuss a subject that
I have explored and experienced intensively in recent years, that is of some broad cultural interest,
and that may offer moments of light entertainment
following a heavy meal. My remarks are entitled,
"N ow He Belongs to the Sages," but could also be
"Living with Lincoln."
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What I have to say about Lincoln and the learned
professions is not the accumulated wisdom of a lifetime in that field, but rather the irreverent observations of a latter-day and ambivalent accomplice
among what Henry L. Mencken dubbed "the professors of Lincolnology."l What I am about to confess is suitable only for an audience of Lincoln
innocents, not fellow travelers. The bald, inescapable fact is that my emergence as a "Lincoln scholar"
occurred late in my career, and as the result of sheer
chance rather than intellectual choice or apprenticeship.
Two unrelated and otherwise unimportant
events propelled me into the ranks. One was my
co-editorship of a slim volume, The Public and the
Private Lincoln, published in 1979. 2 A respectable
but unremarkable collection of scholarly essays, this
project did have the virtue of closely acquainting
me with the leading Lincoln scholars of that time,
including Roy Basler, Richard Current, and Don
Fehrenbacher. Even more important, it turned out
that my three co-editors had surnames beginning
after "D," so-to our collective surprise (and their
disgruntlement)-the bibliographic credit went to
"Cullom Davis et al." From such random chances
are academic credentials created.
The second, eight years later, was even more
peculiar and undeserved. My anointment as a Lincoln expert, in the popular imagination at least,
came by the grace not of a Basler or a Current, but
of Arthur Frommer, author of those popular budget-minded travel guides. His series, "Discover
America," in the mass circulation U.SA. Weekend
magazine, included a feature on the "Land of Lincoln." Frommer's editorial assistant inquired about
local Lincoln experts, and someone mistakenly
named me. I nervously armed myself, with profundities gleaned from the scholarly literature, for an
interview that lasted only several minutes. It turned
out that what Frommer needed was not an expert
but a professorial prop, someone to appear scholarly and stand in front of a rustic cabin at New Salem village. Over ten million Sunday newspaper
readers brushed over my two pedestrian sentences
but dwelt on my fetching, full-color profile. 3 Thus
were initially established my qualifications as a Lincoln expert.
I have tried your patience with this autobiographical confession so that you can understand the
relative detachment, if not innocence, of my entry
into the weird world of Lincolniana. Much like Alice
2
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in Wonderland or an ethnographer studying an alien
culture, I have spent the past ten years as a participant observer in an exotic community of scholars
and scalawags, scientists and spiritualists, pedants
and petty thieves, craftsmen and dilettantes, buffs,
forgers, plagiarists and charlatans, all eagerly feasting on the sturdy ghost of Abraham Lincoln. It is a
universe of opportunities and perils, cabals and
palace coups, noble dedication and rampant hubris.
Moreover, I have learned with both amusement and
dismay that the Lincoln field is really a mine field
of risky research trails, political trip wires, and interpretive booby traps. In the time that remains I
ask you to join me on a brief excursion through this
curious and entertaining world.
Before focusing on the academy, let us briefly
review Lincoln's unique place in American popular culture. The late Ralph Newman many years ago
aptly gauged its magnitude when he spoke of "The
Abraham Lincoln Industry," noting the innumerable
cities, institutions, and companies bearing his name.
Robert Johannsen, the biographer of Stephen A.
Douglas, noted its global impact when he described
Lincoln as "one of America's ... great export commodities." A recent and comprehensive survey of
the sixteenth president's enduring place in popular culture is Jefferson scholar Merrill Peterson's fine
book, Lincoln in American Memory. What these and
many other observers have documented is the pervasive and deeply embedded stature of Lincoln as
our national hero and icon. According to Peterson,
he enjoys such eminence because his life and work
exemplified five central elements of the American
experience: nationalism, humanity, democracy,
Americanism, and individualism. 4
The evidence of this unrivaled position takes
many forms, a few of which will suffice for our
purposes. First there are the dozens of organizations
and institutions devoted exclusively to promulgating his memory. Perhaps the most telling example
is a trade group, the Association of Lincoln Presenters, which consists of more than a hundred bearded
impersonators who earn a living by appearing at
pageants, schools, and trade meetings. Their own
annual convention has become a news
photographer's dream, with dozens of Lincoln lookalikes parading for the camera. One especially eager member arrives in an automobile that has been
remodeled to resemble a mobile log cabin.
Another measure is the plenitude of Lincoln

museums, galleries, historic sites, and manuscript
James Thurber years ago to propose stringent govdealers, collectively too numerous and far-flung to
ernment regulation of this genre . He further sugcount. Dealers and collectors know that Lincoln
gested imposing a $50,000 fine for writing a Lincoln
relics bring top dollar. Five years ago I was the inbiography without a permit. 7
credulous middleman (too naive to demand a 10
One final dimension of this cultural phenompercent finder's fee) for the sale at auction of a
enon is our national habit of idolizing and mytholosimple letter that Lincoln wrote in 1860 to a school
gizing, or what Merrill Peterson calls the
friend of his son Robert. A curator at Christie's had
"apotheosis" of Lincoln.s His martyrdom on a Good
estimated that this touching but inconsequential
Friday launched this cult literally with a bang, and
manuscript might bring as much as $150,000, but
it has gone unabated for 133 years. It is a fact, for
when the auction gavel fell the bid was $780,000 .
example, that until fairl y recently Illinois state highOne year earlier it took $1.5 million to buy an early
way signs directed tourists to the"Lincoln Shrines." This
draft of the "House Divided" speech, and nearly that
fall one organization sponsored a "pilgrimage" to Linmuch to acquire a mere seventy-five-word fragment
coln sites in Kentucky, Indiana, and Illinois. Somewhat
less reverential but considerably more expensive was an
from Lincoln's draft of the second inaugural address. s
eight-day-Iong Smithsonian excursion called "In the
Busily informing their avid readers are more than
Footsteps of Lincoln" and costing $5,000 per person.
a dozen Lincoln-centered periodicals. There are newsFeeding off of this hero-worship habit is a paralletters like the Fort Jefferson Lyceum, Lincoln Ledger,
lel and evidently irresistible urge, among public offiLincoln Legary, Lincolnian, Lincoln Letters, Lincoln
cials in particular, to invoke Lincoln as their
News National, our own Lincoln Legal Briefs, and even
the Surratt Society Newsletter. The more substantive
philosophical lodestar for partisan beliefs. Fifty years
periodicals include Lincoln Lore, The Lincoln Herald,
ago Lincoln scholar David Donald aptly called this
"Getting Right with Lincoln," i.e., associating one's
Journal of the Abraham Lincoln Association, The
views with the saintly sixteenth president. Republicans
Railsplitter, and the Journal of the Lincoln Assassinanaturally had the exclusive franchise on this convetion.
nient weapon until the 1930s, when Franklin D .
When it comes to books about Lincoln, the latRoosevelt seized the mantle. Since then Lincoln's sancest count tallied over seventeen thousand titles, which
tion has been a bipartisan asset, thereby making it all
Merrill Peterson was prompted to label a "vast redundancy."6 Books in Print identifies
well over one hundred Lincoln
titles currently available, and of
the eleven major biographies
written before 1960, seven are
currently in print, with two more
reissues forthcoming. The ninevolume Collected Works of
Abraham Lincoln remained in
print for forty years and sold
forty thousand copies, two
records bound to inspire envy
and humility among all of us
here this evening. Even at a
hefty $75 price, the two-volume
Library of America edition of
selected speeches and writings
was a Book-of-the-Month-Club
selection. Without question, the
popular appetite for reading
Meeting of the Association of Lincoln Presenters in Springfield, Illinois. Photo
about Lincoln is voracious,
courtesy of the Illinois Humanities Council.
which prompted the humorist
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the more elastic and contentious. President Lyndon
Johnson, for example, invoked Lincoln in support
of U.S. policy in Vietnam, and Governor Mario
Cuomo enlisted him in the war on poverty. Ronald
Reagan went a bit too far at the 1992 Republican
National Convention, when he quoted Lincoln's
legendary "Ten Cannots" as holy writ for his appeal
to get government off our backs. Unfortunately his
source was spurious; the "Ten Cannots" is in fact
an old canard that never came from the lips or pen
of our martyred hero.9
I close this section with a refreshing counterpoint, that perhaps younger Americans are not so
susceptible as adults to idealizing and erroneously
invoking Lincoln. A recent survey may have been
a straw in the wind of popular culture, or simply
an aberration, when it revealed that only one-sixth
as many American teenagers recognized Springfield
as the hometown of Lincoln as acknowledged it as
the hometown of another favorite son, television's
Bart Simpson.lo
Lincoln himself evidently was ambivalent about the
utility of biography and history. According to his
law partner William Herndon, Lincoln in 1856
glanced through a new biography of Edmund
Burke, then put it down, declaring, "It's like all the
others. Biographies as generally written are not only
misleading, but false . . . . In most instances they
commemorate a lie, and cheat posterity out of the
truth. History is not history unless it is the truth." As
to history'S ultimate import, Lincoln closed his 1862
Annual Message to Congress with these words: "Fellow-citizens, we cannot escape history. We of this
Congress and this administration, will be remembered
in spite of ourselves."l1
Lincoln not only failed to escape history, he
eventually became the captive of historians as well.
It took several generations, but by the 1920s young
scholars were challenging the Lincoln hagiography
with their own historiography. Paul Angle gained
prominence by exposing a forgery scandal and
mining the sources for monographs. James G.
Randall catalogued the many untapped research
opportunities and began his own monumental work
on Civil War constitutional issues. The trickle became
a flood after World War II, when celebrated scholars
like Benjamin Thomas, T. Harry Williams, David
Donald, and David Potter, phis Basler, Current, and
Fehrenbacher, launched their productive careers.
4
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Now, as the Lincoln bicentennial looms, there
is ample evidence that he belongs as much to the
sages as to the ages. The "scholar squirrels," as Gore
Vidal has caustically dubbed us, are largely in command of the Lincoln industry.12 The manifestations
of that conquest take various forms that warrant
elaboration. Lincoln scholarship, in brief, has become at century's end richly diversified and scattered among many disciplines, more open than ever
to interpretive and evidentiary disputes, singularly
susceptible to intramural fights and factional alignments, more alert than ever to untapped and unconventional sources, and demonstrably if subtly
influential on the image of Lincoln that suffuses our
popular culture. Together these separate strands
constitute an authentic if at times perverse Lincoln
renaissance.
Scores of historians represent the core of this
dynamic activity. In just the past five years at least
ten serious biographies have appearedY More specialized monographs and articles surface frequently
on such diverse subjects as Lincoln's Native American policy, his law practice, the wartime arbitrary
arrests, the Ann Rutledge legend, his religious beliefs, the mail he received, his assassination, and
even the size of his toes. 14 Added to this are several anthologies and a steady cascade of reissued
older works. Opportunities abound for testing one's
ideas before an audience of peers. There are four
annual conferences-the Abraham Lincoln Symposium, the Lincoln Institute Symposium, the Lincoln
Colloquium, and the Lincoln Forum-plus frequent
ad hoc gatherings.
Scholars in this same group have been busy
discovering, editing, and publishing volumes of
long-neglected documentary sources. There are
recent and excellent works on Lincoln's sayings as
recalled by others, the interviews that both John G.
Nicolay and William Herndon collected about him,
John Hay's diary, the writings of John Wilkes Booth,
and the wartime newspaper dispatches of Noah
Brooks. IS Forthcoming are a complete edition of The
Law Practice oj Abraham Lincoln, a compilation of
his court martial actions, and others.
But this is only the epicenter of Lincoln scholarship. Like the force of gravity itself, Lincoln seems
to irresistibly pique the interest of practitioners in
other and even remote fields. Beyond Clio's walls
are literary scholars like Garry Wills, Robert Bray,
and Douglas Wilson, novelists like Shelby Foote and

Gore Vidal, language maven William Safire, anthropologists, clinical psychologists, molecular biologists, and others. Moreover, the computer age is just
beginning to revolutionize research on and access
to Lincoln. Among its applications are the CD-ROM
edition of his legal papers, the digitization of his
printed works into a massive concordance, several
commercial CD-ROMs, computer "morphing" of his
head and hands for analytical purposes, software
that purports to detect plagiarism, and a Library of
Congress project to place fifteen thousand documents from its own holdings on the Internet, as "Mr.
Lincoln's Virtual Library."
Such varied offerings pose a serious challenge
to the ordinary Lincoln specialist. Increasingly we
find ourselves called upon to render informed opinions on technical matters we never covered in
graduate school. The conscientious historian must
be a polymath, as conversant with textual
deconstruction, DNA analysis, graphology, content
analysis, and computerization as with the his tori. cal method.
Equally perilous are the modern interpretive
arguments that divide the professors of
Lincolnology. Did Lincoln suffer from Marfan Syndrome, or perhaps venereal disease, or even spousal abuse? Was he in fact author of the famous
Widow Bixby letter? Did he trample civil liberties
under wartime pressure? Is a purported sixth holograph copy of the Gettysburg Address genuine? Was
Mary Todd pregnant with their first child when Lincoln hastily agreed to marry her? These and other
knotty controversies are mealtime conversation topics at Lincoln gatherings, and fodder for an insatiable press.
This contentiousness often leads to outright
feuds and angry factions. Sadly, Lincoln's plea for
"malice toward none; charity for all" has had no
more effect upon the scholar squirrels than it had
upon Reconstruction. Nearly ten years ago our guild
was tom apart over charges that Stephen B. Oates had
mildly plagiarized (some called it second-degree plagiarism) an earlier biography for his own popular
study. Beginning as an intramural professional dispute, it quickly escalated into a public battle, with
press releases, ad hominem attacks, and official inquiries. The professional division of the American
Historical Association twice commissioned inquiries, leading both times to cautiously worded reports

that both sides could invoke. 16 As a central figure
in the dispute's early stages, I can testify to the rancor and ill will it generated.
Recriminations erupted again in 1995, this time
over a contested election for president of the
Abraham Lincoln Association. Once again your
genial, mild-mannered speaker was at the storm's
center, being the successful challenger in what critics called a palace coup, and defenders a leadership crisis. The venerable ALA, founded in 1909 and
headquartered in Springfield, has a distinguished
record of promoting scholarship through its journal and publishing basic Lincoln sources like the
Collected Works. It is also, however, like slavery, a
"peculiar institution," with an unwieldy forty-twomember board consisting of Springfield aristocrats,
Lincoln buffs and tradesmen, civic leaders, and
scholars. Shaken by the unseemly public feud, the
ALA has sought to mend fences, enlist new leaders,
and reinvigorate its record of service.
During the 1990s, for some reason, the search
for new Lincoln sources has been more intense and
fruitful than at any time in the past fifty years or
more. Our own six-year painstaking search located
one hundred thousand documents pertaining to
Lincoln's law practice, including several hundre d
new items in his handwriting. Thomas and Beverly
Lowry have devoted their retirement years to patiently inspecting and cataloging eighty thousand
Civil War court martial cases at the National Archives, and early this year they announced the discovery of six hundred Lincoln signatures or
notations. 17 Michael Burlingame, a prolific member
of the scholar squirrels, has specialized in uncovering long-ignored tertiary and reminiscence
sources. He has published some of these materials
and is using others for his forthcoming multivolume
biography.
One reported discovery, the so-called Hoffman
daguerreotype, deserves special mention. Robert
and Joan Hoffman announced this acquisition four
years ago, claiming scientific proof that it was the earliest (1843) image of young Abe Lincoln. Supporting
their claim were a plausible provenance and the testimonies of a physician, forensic anthropologist, photographic historian, and specialist in biomedical
computer morphing. Both at that time and in recent months this story has been widely noted in the
press.
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Many Lincoln experts rejected the claim, and a
vascular specialist has agreed after comparing the
vein pattern on the subject's right hand with known
Lincoln photographs. Christie's decided to auction
this controversial artifact as "Portrait of a Young
Gentleman, Believed to be Abraham Lincoln." Bid
estimates stretched as high as $1 million and as low
as $5, in effect leaving it to the market to determine
authenticity. On 6 October the market spoke, with a
$150,000 bid that failed to satisfy the owners. In my
opinion they should have taken the money and fled. 1s
Publicity about manuscript discoveries and
record-breaking auction prices may help explain a
parallel and unsavory development of this decade,
the rising incidence of alleged forgeries, hoaxes,
and thefts. Several years ago a prominent Lincoln
collector announced that he had acquired the second page of a sixth holograph copy of the
Gettysburg Address. Immediately sides formed supporting and rejecting the claim. Then the talk subsided, leading many to doubt the document's
authenticity. Another suspect manuscript is the purported oral history reminiscences of Mariah Vance,
a laundress for the Lincoln family in the 1850s. The
owner and editors spent nearly twenty years seek-

The Hoffman daguerreotype. Photo courtesy of Robert
and Jean Hoffman.

6
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ing a prestigious publisher for this intimate portrait
of domestic turmoil, first under the title "Mistah
Abe" and later as "A House Divided." Failing in that,
they did release it in two hefty volumes from
Hastings House in 1995, called Lincoln 's Unknown
Private Life. Judging from today's obsession with
peephole politics, choosing that title thre e years ago
was an act of great prescience, but that has not
satisfied reviewers, who generally have dismissed
the memoir as a fraud. 19
In the course of our massive search through
eighty-eight county courthouses and scores of other
repositories, we took pains to carefully recruit and
train researchers, and to establish credibility with
circuit clerks and curators. It therefore was a deep
shock one year ago to discover that some of the
original documents we had identified and photocopied for our files later surfaced at auction and
dealer sales. Further, our worst suspicions were
confirmed last winter, when authorities arrested a
former staff member, Sean Brown. Since then he has
pleaded guilty in two separate court trials and been
sentenced to prison for stealing hundreds of documents written by contemporaries of Lincoln, plus
at least two written by Lincoln. There is an exquisite but painful irony in this affair. It was our training that qualified Brown to identify valuable
records, and our hard-earned stature that gained
him easy access to places we already had visited.
On the other hand, it was our own meticulous
record keeping that enabled us and then the criminal authorities to detect the theft and identify the
guilty party. My colleagues can attest to the sense of
embarrassment and betrayal we felt. Incidentally, the
October issue of Chicago magazine featured an article
on Brown entitled, "The Man Who Stole Lincoln."20
Finally, what impact, if any, has the Lincoln
renaissance by scholars had upon the broader public, whose absorption with the Lincoln industry I
earlier described? Ha,s contemporary American
popular culture been measurably influenced by the
writings and rantings of the professors of
Lincolnology? A definitive and comprehensive answer is not possible, but there are some intriguing
if scattered signs that say yes. They strongly suggest that our serious work has a way of indirectly
creeping into the media mainstream, for good or ill.
Book sales are a typical but inconclusive measure.
Among the scores of new and reissued titles this decade, many have sold respectably and several were

book club selections. Only one deserves special
mention, David Donald's 1995 biography, Lincoln.
A career-culminating synthesis by an author who has
twice won the Pulitzer Prize, it has enjoyed good reviews and sales of over three hundred thousand copies, very impressive for a seven-hundred-page, $35
tome. 21
One must turn to less conventional and more
indirect sources for a fuller answer. By themselves
they may be minor revelations, but collectively they
make a point. It is a fact, for example, that Lincoln
specialists are frequently sought as consultants and
talking heads for Civil War and presidential documentaries on television. C-SPAN enjoyed favorable
reviews and high ratings for its ambitious series
reenacting the Lincoln-Douglas debates, and including scholarly commentary. Similarly, popular tours
of Civil War battle sites as well as the Smithsonian
excursion to the Land of Lincoln now boast expert
historians as guest lecturers. Scholars like James
McPherson, John Simon, Harold Holzer, and Douglas Wilson ensure that tour guests get history that
is accurate and unvarnished.
This year's hit movie, Saving Private Ryan, tells
a World War II story, but its vital plot device, related by General George C. Marshall, is none other
than the legendary Widow Bixby letter. True, Steven
Spielberg did not interrupt his script with a discourse on Lincoln's disputed authorship, but who
can say whether earlier press accounts of this controversy may have fired the filmmaker's imagination?
Even the tabloid supermarket press likes Lincoln. Several years ago, just after Michael
Burlingame's psycho-biography had portrayed Lincoln as the victim of spousal abuse, one paper
teased readers with the headline "Wicked Witch of
the White House." Those persons expecting an
expose of Hillary Rodham Clinton discovered instead Burlingame's case against Mary Todd. Five
years ago Weekry World caught readers' attention
with a front-page headline, "Abraham Lincoln's
Corpse Revived." The report was of secret experiments by doctors at Walter Reed Hospital to apply
a wonder drug, "Revivitol," to the Great Emancipator's
mummified remains. Reportedly the elixir worked,
at least for ninety-five seconds, which was long
enough for Lincoln to sit up and declare, in words
that must rank among his least memorable, "Gentlemen, where am I?"22

Laughable as this story was, it unquestionably
was inspired by the public furor over a serious proposal, several years earlier, to conduct DNA testing
of hair and bone autopsy fragments on storage in
Washington since 1865. The purpose, as Walter
Reed pathologists explained, was eventually to
determine whether Lincoln carried the congenital
connective tissue disorder known as Marfan Syndrome. As the sole historian among geneticists and
other scientists on a special advisory panel to consider the ethical and cultural implications of such
a study, I can testify to the intense and widespread
public reaction. Reporters and columnists freely
speculated that such a procedure could inevitably
lead to cloning Lincoln. Therein lay the seed, so to
speak, for imaginative tabloid editors to concoct
their tale about RevivitoI.23
My final example comes fresh from the small
screen. Last October United Paramount Network
(UPN) premiered its outrageous new presidential
sitcom, The Secret Diary of Desmond Pfeiffer (the P
is not silent). Intended as a satirical sendup of shenanigans in the Clinton White House, it took viewers back to the Lincolns in 1861. Pfeiffer, the show's
protagonist, is an English nobleman of African descent who has emigrated to America and been hire d
as Lincoln's White House butler. His diary supplies
each episode'S farcical plot, which in the first episode was supposed to center on the president's
bisexual tendencies, including lust for his voluptuous personal secretary, named Mona (resembles
Monica). His conjugal neglect of Mary triggers tantrums and her own adulterous instincts, with slapstick consequences. After accidentally ingesting an
aphrodisiac (not Revivitol, but possibly Viagra),
Lincoln rekindles sex with his amorous wife. The
next morning Mary is so pleased that she declares,
"The old Railsplitter is back," then dons his stovepipe hat, stands on a chair, and croons a slow, sultry "Happy Birthday, Mr. President" a la Marilyn
Monroe to John Kennedy. Striving futilely to carry
this limp story are tasteless gags about slavery,
Ulysses Grant's fondness for alcohol, and gay sex.
At the last minute producers responded to criticism
by substituting another, equally mindless episode
in which Lincoln furtively engages in telegraph sex,
the technological precursor to telephone sex. 24
Mercifully, the program listed no historical consultants, and the actor playing Lincoln admitted
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(with mixed metaphors), "We're playing fast and
loose with sacred ground." But in fact there are
subtle historical allusions in this dreadful show,
drawn without doubt from the scholarly findings
and controversies I have described. Does the notion of a black diarist ring bells? What about marital troubles between the Lincolns, and documented
gossip ab-out an adulterous Mary Todd, and
Lincoln's reported virility, and Mary's emotional
instability? Desmond's Pfeiffer's story, like the supermarket tabloids and other emblems of popular
culture, demonstrates that scholars like me who live
with Lincoln never can foretell where and how our
musings may spread. To that extent, and for better
or worse, Lincoln belongs to the sages.
I rest my case ... and my audience.
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The Journals of Lewis and Clark: Almost
Home
GARY E. MOULTON

M

riwether Lewis and William Clark have
been called "the writingest explorers of
heir time." President Thomas Jefferson instructed them to keep meticulous records on the
geography, ethnology, and natural history of the
trans-Mississippi West they explored from 1804 to
1806. In leather-bound notebook journals they filled
hundreds of pages with such observations, and the
result is a national treasure: a complete look at the
Great Plains, Rocky Mountains, and Pacific Northwest, reported by men who were intelligent and
well prepared, at a time when East Coast Americans
knew almost nothing about those regions.
A narrative based on the journals was published
in 1814. Most of the journals were then deposited
in the American Philosophical Society in Philadelphia, but they lay largely unused and almost forgotten for nearly a century until an edition of all
known materials was published in 1905. That work,
edited by Reuben Gold Thwaites, was a superb tool
for studying the expedition, but over the years it
suffered the kinds of erosion that besets all such
editions: new manuscripts were discovered; new
information became available with which to annotate the journals; and editorial procedures underwent profound changes. These deficiencies led to
a project to publish an entirely new comprehensive
edition of the journals.
A new and complete edition of the journals of
the Lewis and Clark expedition had been a hope
of scholars and enthusiasts for many years before
the project I am just completing began. Donald J ackson, an expedition scholar, may have been the first
to call for a new edition in a presentation in 1967.
Jackson noted what had been apparent for some
GARY E. MOULTON is Professor of History at the University of
Nebraska-Lincoln and the Editor of The Journals of the Lewis
and Clark Expedition, published by the University of Nebraska
Press. This article first appeared inMontana: The Magazine of
Western History (Summer 1998) and is reprinted here with
permission.

time: that using the multiple published editions of
the journals was difficult and that some kind of
unified work was needed. At the time there were
at least five versions of expedition materials, some
out of print and in varying degrees of completeness.
But Jackson's call for action went unheeded for
nearly a decade.
In 1977 an article recommending reissuing
Lewis and Clark's epic work caught the attention
of Steve Cox, then of the University of Nebraska
Press. Cox turned to the university's Center for Great
Plains Studies to discover the level of interest. Established just the preceding year, the center gre w
out of a desire of university professors to take a
broad approach to studying the Great Plains. The
center's board of directors embraced the idea of
sponsoring a new edition of the journals immediately. They knew that Lewis and Clark were the first
Americans to cross and describe the Great Plains
and that much of the territory that the captains were
assigned to examine lies within the region.
The center then moved to discover the feasibility of such an endeavor. Don Jackson, serving as a
consultant, sought the cooperation of manuscriptholding institutions and ascertained the availability of financial support. His work was a success
throughout. Not only did all the institutions with
Lewis and Clark journals agree to share their material with the anticipated project, but the principal
holding institution, the American Philosophical
Society, came on as a cosponsor.
The next step was to hire an editor. The university showed its commitment to the plan by providing an appointment slot in the appropriate
department to the successful candidate. I was the
fortunate person selected as editor and came to
Lincoln with a position in the history department.
My entry into the world of Lewis and Clark was
quite indirect. My wife Faye saw an ad for the editorial position in a professional journal in 1978 and
encouraged me to apply. That I was to be unem-
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ployed the next year was a compelling incentive.
My professional interests in the American West,
Native Americans, and historical editing gave me an
edge. In fact, I was just completing editing the papers of Chief John Ross of the Cherokees, supported
for four years by the National Historical Publications
and Records Commission (NHPRC) of the National
Archives.
I must admit that I had no special knowledge
of Lewis and Clark. Indeed, I probably knew less
about the expedition than many of you reading this
essay. My greatest assets were my abilities as a historical editor-one who had proven that he could
get an editorial project launched, funded, and finished in reasonable time. I was a little embarrassed
when I first met Don Jackson and he spoke on the
finer points of the expedition while I cautiously
nodded my head in feigned acknowledgment. He
also told me of an organized group of expedition
enthusiasts, the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage
Foundation, whose members would query me
closely on minute details of expedition history. He
said that I better get the story straight and know
the precise location of places like the Lolo Trail.
Again, I nodded knowingly, although I hadn't the
faintest idea where or what the Lolo Trail was. I hit
the books right away.
So by mid-1979 the project to publish a completely reedited version of the journals was under
way at the University of Nebraska with me as editor. The edition was cosponsored by the Center for
Great Plains Studies and by the American Philosophical Society, with the cooperation of all the
manuscript-holding repositories. The University of

William Clark kept this elkskin-bound journal chronicling the
party's difficult trip through the Bitterroot Mountains in
September 1805. Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis.
10
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Nebraska Press had agreed to be publisher. The
NHPRC had endorsed the project and the National
Endowment for the Humanities (NEH), a principal
funding agency for editorial projects, had our first
grant application. We were ready to go.
Lest you think that it was all too easy, let me say
that our first application to NEH was turned down.
It did not help my self-esteem when reviewers,
panelists, and Endowment administrators liked the
project but were not so sure about me. They could
see I knew very little about Lewis and Clark. I could
not do much about that right away, but I did rewrite the proposal, cutting the monetary request and
trying to correct some deficiencies. The new
downsized proposal, with appended letters extolling my editing skills and with extra financial support from the university, was accepted in 1980. NEH
has funded the project generously ever since. That
fact, along with reviewers' accolades and editorial
prizes since then, have more than made up for the
initial rebuke.
In later allocations NEH stipulated that the
project had to find private matching money to go
along with the Endowment's outright award. On the
second grant I had to secure more than $42,000 in
outside money over three years to tap a like amount
from NEH and meet our budgetary needs. That sum
was an incredible amount of money to me. The
American Philosophical Society and the University
of Nebraska Foundation came up with about half
of it, but even then I needed more than $20,000,
still a lot of money. Fortunately, I had already begun to make friends with Lewis and Clark buffs and
one, Robert Levis of Alton, Illinois, told me to drop
him a line if I ever needed any help. Now I sent
Bob a well thought out and carefully worded letter and was astonished when he replied that he
would be happy to cover the entire amount. But
that wasn't necessary because soon I met Robert
Betts of New York City at a Lewis and Clark conference in Philadelphia. At a candlelight reception
in Independence Hall he told me he wanted to give
the project $5,000 but then handed me a check for
$7,500, saying he'd sweetened the pot a little. These
individuals and ten other private supporters, plus
the Lewis and Clark Trail Heritage Foundation, have
aided the project financially over the years. Their
gifts have lifted my spirits as much as they filled the
project's coffers. Ready money makes editing easier.

When completed the new edition will number
twelve regular volumes and a comprehensive index, including an atlas of maps, the journals of
Lewis, Clark, John Ordway, Charles Floyd, Patrick
Gass, and Joseph Whitehouse-all the extant journals of the expedition-a volume of the
expedition's botanical specimens, and an index.
When Don Jackson initially proposed the venture,
he projected an edition of nine volumes to be completed in nine years. That was unrealistic and may
have been a ploy to entice funding agencies that
were beginning to worry about editing projects that
seemed to have no end. By the time I was knowledgeable enough about the endeavor to make some
projections, I was cO!lnting eleven volumes to be completed in seventeen years. We altered that somewhat
when the press suggested separating the joumals of
Patrick Gass and Joseph Whitehouse into two volumes and printing 'the comprehensive index as an
individual book. Those changes and the vicissitudes
of editing added two more years.
The first volume of the new edition,Atlas of the
Lewis and Clark Expedition, was published in 1983.
The maps were published first so they could be
used as a resource and reference tool for succeeding volumes. Not all of the 129 historic maps in the
atlas came directly from the hand of Clark, the principal mapmaker, but all were closely associated with
the expedition and most of them were Clark's
handiwork. Being my first foray into expedition materials, I was amazed at the beauty, elegance, and
precision of Clark's cartography. With no apparent
training, working with crude and often unreliable
instruments, and using dead reckoning for distances, one stands in awe of his draftsmanship.
Clark's maps are a model of cartographic excellence,
and his example was admired and emulated by
generations of explorers and mapmakers.
We had some difficult decisions to make concerning the publishing of the maps. I knew we did
not want to have them folded up and slipcased in
the way Thwaites had presented them. His atlas volume, numbering 53 maps, was the book probably
most in need of revision. Working with Richard
Eckersley and others at the press, we finally decided
to go with a large-sized book, nearly fourteen by
twenty inches. Even with this big book all sorts of
design problems bedeviled us-Clark's erratic orientation of the maps, the difficulties of following
from one route map to another, composite maps

that interrupted the route
maps, gaps in maps, missing maps, multiple maps,
and questionable mapsall called for decisions in
areas that were entirely
new to me.
I was lucky that W.
Raymond Wood, a professor from the University of
Missouri, was in Lincoln
for a year during this time.
Ray, an expert on the exploration and cartography
of the Missouri River, was
a great help to me, as was
John Allen, a geographer
at the University of Connecticut and the leading
authority on expedition

Frederick Pursh's 1813
illustration of Lewis's
monkey flower, Mimulus
lewisii, which he namedfor
the captain. Lewis probably
collected the plant in August
1805 near present Lemhi
Pass on the Montana-Idaho
border. The original
specimen and Lewis's notes
on the plant are lost.

geography. Also, Richard
Eckersley was remarkable
at finding ways to solve
the most vexing design dilemmas. He also came up
wit h the ide a top uta
wavy blue line across the
Atlas cover and then a trailing wavy line across the
spine of the journal volumes. The Atlas is now out
of print, very expensive on the rare book market,
and nearly impossible to find. The press may reprint the Atlas in the next few years; the journal
volumes have been reprinted as necessary and are
readily available.
The journal volumes presented their own set of
challenges. I decided to keep Lewis and Clark's
materials together and to publish the diaries of the
enlisted men in separate volumes. This follows the
plan adapted by Thwaites and for many reasons
seemed the most sensible approach. I also kept
Thwaites's chapter divisions except for some small
modifications. His chapters followed those of the
1814 edition and were now quite familiar to readers. I thought readers might want to compare text
from each of the three major editions and this would
facilitate such a study. Journal volumes 2 through
8 cover the diaries of Lewis and Clark and were
published between 1986 and 1993. Volumes 9, 10,
and 11 comprise the enlisted men's journals-they
were published in 1996 and 1997-and volume 12,
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the botany book, is now in press. We-look to complete the project this year, but the comprehensive
index will not be available until next year, making
the entire undertaking a twenty-year endeavor from
beginning to absolute end.
The principal goal of the new edition is to
present users with a reliable, definitive text. Earlier
editors, pressed for time and working virtually
alone, were not able to make multiple and careful
readings of their transcriptions against the original
text. Perhaps that explains why one editor had Clark
struggling to the top of a hill near the Pacific Coast
and saying, "I cue my hare [hair]," when the captain actually wrote that he had cut his hand. Every
effort was made now to prepare an accurate transcription that is nearly identical to the original text.
The new edition will also give readers a thorough
explication of the journals. Scholars have been
hampered by the paucity of notes in earlier editions
and users complained about inaccuracies and obsolescence. We aimed to be thorough, accurate, and
complete in our annotation, but we understood that
we were preparing source material to be borrowed
from and enlarged on and we were not supposed
to be writing essays in the notes. The notes in the
new edition are full, but we hope not rambling. Our
general rule on annotation was to treat matter in
the notes in relation to its prominence in the text.
After the exhilaration of publishing the atlas
volume, I knew that I now faced the hard task and
daily grind of editing the journals. Seeing the atlas
in print was probably the high point for me in this
long process. I now felt somewhat confident that I
could do the work, and with a book in print I could
be fairly certain of continued financial support. As
I delved into the journals more deeply, however, I
began to think the NEH people were onto something when they questioned my abilities. All that
botany, all that zoology, those astronomical readings, the geology, archaeology, ethnology, linguistics, meteorology, and medicine to be annotated
and understood. What was a mere historian doing
among all this science? I knew about as much about
binomials as do Beavis and Butthead. Was lout of
my depth? Was lout of my mind?
I had quite a few fitful nights before it came to
me-consultants. Hadn't the great captains welcomed native guides in order to accomplish their
explorations, I reasoned? Of course, I had already
had the help of Ray Wood and John Allen on the
12
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Atlas, and I also had the center's list of Great Plains
scholars. These people provided wonderful assistance in numberless disciplines. My problem at first
was that I did not know the questions to ask or the
language to use. I was addressing specialists in areas that were completely foreign to me. They displayed the patience of Job, especially when I had
to call for multiple rewrites of submitted material. I
thought that if I could understand the explanations
of the captain's scientific endeavors, then other
readers could also. Later I got into the wide world
of Lewis and Clark and discovered experts in every conceivable area. I know I could not have completed this project without the assistance of these
specialists and dedicated lay people. Our guides
were friendly, wise, and generous. Over the years
the project has utilized the talents of more than one
hundred people as consultants and friendly advisors.
The most difficult areas to annotate were in
geology and botany, largely because I was least
knowledgeable about the subjects and was slow to
find the right people to help me. Once I secure d
the services of Robert N. Bergantino of Butte, Montana, for aid in geology questions, and the advice
of A. T. Harrison, formerly of Lincoln but now in
Sandy, Utah, in botany, I could move the process
along. I would print out journal entries that pertained to geology or botany, highlight the appropriate passages, provide the date and place, and ask
Bob or Ty for some explanation. In time, back came
carefully worded notes for each item. Often I would
do a rewrite to make the phrasing conform to our
other notes or to remove some scientific jargon or
awkward language. Some notes called for a long
series of correspondence, phone calls, and lengthy
discussions in order to get the wording scientifically
correct but universally understandable. As you can
guess, this process was repeated many times and
across all the disciplines with which I was unfamiliar.
Linguistics, another field of study for the captains, proved the most demanding and time-consuming for me. Following Jefferson's instructions,
Lewis filled numerous loose sheets with vocabulary
notes as he passed through an incredible array of
native languages. These notes are now lost and
what is left are incidental and irregular jottings in
the journals of native terms. I initially resisted assuming the task of annotation and had the support
of some linguists who thought the small amount of
linguistic material in the journals did not call for the

efforts that we would have to expend to explain
but no modern name. Linguistic work unraveled the
them. Truth is, I was looking for a way to extricate
mystery. The term translates from Chinookan to the
myself from the morass of science, not seeking to
phrase, "he is pointing at him." Lewis or Clark must
add another branch.
have pointed downriver and asked the name of
A conference of specialists convinced me othneighboring people and got a reply to the action
erwise. Moreover, I obtained a promise of assistance
rather than to the question. A nation of native
from Raymond J. DeMallie of Indiana University,
people vanished in the light 0 f linguis tic analysis.
one of the nation's leading linguists. As the expeThe project also had the assistance of persons
dition passed from one language family to another
right on the job. Tom Dunlay, a doctoral graduate
and took notes on native terms, I followed the proof the University of Nebraska, did a great deal of
cedure I had developed for geology and botany.
the editing chores over the years-writing notes,
Ray served as the clearinghouse for linguistic matproofing text, checking journal transcriptions, and
ters. He determined the language family, forwarded
indexing volumes. Tom did most of the general
the material to language experts (who provided
annotation-determining the party's location and
transliterations and translations of the native words),
identifying native peoples-while I took care of the
and then he rewrote the material and sent it on to
science and explained the textual problems and
me. Again, I did a bit of rewriting and a sizable
journal-keeping procedures. Working full-time for
amount of correspondence ensued, with the added
many years, Tom came in on an irregular basis for
chore of going through an intermediary. I knew just
a while and now has retired from the project altohow the captains felt when they had to go through
gether. Several persons over the years have attended
five languages to speak to the Salish people in the
to secretarial, clerical, and word processing duties.
The staff at the center keeps track of the financial
Bitterroot Mountains of Montana, but they did not
have to deal with linguistic symbols and diacritical
aspects and serves the project in countless ways.
We have also had undergraduate and graduate stumarks.
One of the more interesting results of the lindents working with the project over the years, and
we occasionally have brought in people to assist
guistic work was when we uncovered a phantom
tribe of Indians. When Lewis and Clark met native
with other editing tasks, such as indexing the volpeoples they always asked for their tribal name and
umes. As the project nears its end, two individuals
the names of nearby tribes. In notes we brought
are now helping with the work on the comprehenthese names up-to-date, using the latest terminolsive index, which will comprise the final volume
in the edition.
ogy. In this work we did not have to turn to exIndexing. Had I realperts but could find the
information in available
ized the enormity of the
literature. Often, Lewis's
indexing task when I began this work, I might
western tribal names
were the starting point for
have been as much consynonymies that traced
cerned with it as I was
the names up to the
about science. Here again
some ignorance and
present designation.
When the party met
naIvete
helped
me
through the early days.
Chinookan speakers along
the Columbia River in OcAlso I had a short reprieve
since I could publish the
tober 1805, one informant
identified a neighboring
Atlas without an index. By
downriver group as the
the time the first journal
Chil-Iuckit-te-quaws and William Clark's maps combine with others closely associated was completed, the first
we found them identified with the expedition in volume one, the new edition s Atlas. book to require an index,
as such in American Indian Above is a detail of map 52, showing the party's camp of we were into word proliterature with a reference May 28, 1805, in the area of modern Judith River (here Big cessors. It was a dedicated
Horn River), Fergus County, Montana.
to an expedition passage
word processor, a real
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relic by today's standards, but still it had functions
that would make the indexing easier. I had already
indexed two works the old way and was committed to doing something different than assembling
hundreds of three-by-five-inch notecards, the way
I am sure historians have done it since the days of
Thucydides.
I already knew the basics-index all proper
names and geographic terms. Easy enough, I
thought. But some of these indexing basics about
which I felt so confident were frustrated by the
ambiguities of the journals. Thankfully, we did miss
some glaring blunders. For instance, we did not
index the party's barking squirrels under "Squirrel,
barking," but put it in its proper place under "Prairie dog." But I wish I could explain how we ever
came up with an entry like "Bird, black" for "Blackbirds" or "Snake, rattle" for "Rattlesnakes." At least
we never had an entry, "Fish, cat."
But what about indexing subjects, themes,
ideas, and concepts? I made lists of what I considered the most important of these and then combed
the indexes of expedition literature for more. The
final list included terms like arms and ammunition,
astronomical observations, clothes, discipline,
equipment, journal-keeping methods, medical problems, provisions, and weather conditions. Then we
added cross-references. For instance, in addition to
a general entry on boats, we also pointed readers
to specific types of boats mentioned in the text, such
as bateaux, bull boats, canoes, keelboats, pirogues,
and the iron-frame boat. When entries became too
long, we added subcategories. Under canoes, for
instance, we had accidents, construction, loaded,
navigational problems, obtained, portaged, problems with, repaired, and unloaded.
I eventually established twenty general policies
for our indexing guidelines, then added fifteen
pages of examples and addenda over the years.
Even these elaborate rules did not save us from
errors other than those I have already mentioned.
When indexing Lewis and Clark you have to be
prepared for the unexpected. Realizing that Clark
spelled the Indian tribe "Sioux" twenty-seven different ways, we knew we faced some real oddities.
Idiosyncrasies abounded. For instance, in the journals carrots are not vegetables and cows are not
bovines. Carrot was the contemporary term for
twists of tobacco, and cows (spelled as such in the
journals) is actually the plant cous (pronounced
14
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"cows"), an important foodstuff of Columbia River
Indians.
I wish I could say that the current great interest in Lewis and Clark has come as a result of my
work, but that would not be true. Many of the important published works on the expedition that
have come out in recent years were either under
way or were in print before I started getting books
out. John Allen had already completed his study of
the expedition's geographic endeavors, James P.
Ronda was well into the book that became Lewis
and Clark among the Indians, and even Stephen
Ambrose's biography of Lewis was in planning, although he was not able to devote time to the writing until a few years ago. What the new edition
provides for recent writers (Ambrose among them)
is easy access to the complete corpus of expedition
journals and annotation that touches on the full
range of the diaries' discussions. It also expedited
the production of Ken Burns's and Dayton Duncan's
recent film on the expedition.
What is left to be done on the Lewis and Clark
expedition? For me there is an immediate project
on the horizon. Once the edition is completed I plan
to develop a one-volume abridgement of the journal volumes. I believe that I can add important scientific and cultural matters to a condensed version
that are missing in existing treatments, but I will not
ignore the dramatic story the diaries tell. Despite
the extensive literature on Lewis and Clark and the
rush of publishing in the last two decades, one large
area remains overlooked. There is no comprehensive study of the enlisted men on the expedition.
We have a book of brief biographies now outdated,
but no one has told us what it was like to be a
soldier and serve with Lewis and Clark. Certainly
we need a modern biography of Clark and a booklength study of the Charbonneaus. Without such
works, real deficiencies in the literature still exist.
It has been my privilege and great honor to
serve the Corps of Discovery for this generation. My
Lewis and Clark colleagues and I stand as the fourth
generation of expedition scholars. I hope that I can
pass on the love and joy of working with these
materials as I received the same from Nicholas
Biddle, Elliott Coues, Reuben Gold Thwaites, Ernest
Staples Osgood, and their contemporaries. May my
work and theirs inspire future students of the expedition to new areas of study and help to keep
the story alive for another two hundred years.

A REVIEW

A Consonance of Civility and Good-Will
KEEN BUTIERWORTH
Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren: A Literary Correspondence, ed. James A. Grimshaw, Jr. Columbia: University
of Missouri Press, 1998, xxvi, 444 pp. $39.95, ISBN 0-82621165-8.
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October 1985 Louisiana State University held
a cele~ration of the fiftieth anniversary of the reounding of the Southern Review. Among those
on the program were Eudora Welty, Walker Percy,
Ernest Gaines, Gloria Naylor, Houston Baker, Elizabeth Spencer, Henry Louis Gates, James Olney, and
a number of other literary figures who had contributed to or had some connection with the Review.
Most important of these were Robert Penn Warren
and Cleanth Brooks, who had been instrumental in
getting the magazine started in 1935 and had performed most of the editorial duties until the Review
was discontinued in 1942. During the first day of
the meeting one of the participants attacked
Warren's poem "Pondy Woods," purposely misconstruing Warren's intent and focusing on a line he
considered offensive. The attack was alien to the
spirit of the celebration and obviously unwarranted.
But such things happen at literary gatherings, personalities and politics being what they are, and I
think most of us had forgotten the attack, or pushed
it to the back of our minds, when the celebration
resumed on the following day. But Cleanth Brooks
had not forgotten, or forgiven. Upon assuming the
lectern, he mounted his own attack, defending
Warren's poem and chastising the offender-not
only for his willful misreading, but for his lack of
manners as well. It was obvious to us all that Mr.
Brooks considered redress of the affront more imKEEN BUTTERWORTH is Associate Professor of English at the University of South Carolina, Columbia, where he teaches Southern Literature, Twentieth-Century American Poetry, Film
Studies, and Creative \1{!riting. He was formerly Textual Editor
of the Centennial Edition of the Works of William Gilmore
Simms and a vettor for both the CEAA and the CSE. He has
written on William Gilmore Simms, William Faulkner, Theodore
Roethke, William Styron, and James Dickey. He has also published poetry and short fiction.

portant than his own completed paper and had
spent some time preparing a response. And he was
angry-with an anger that bordered on outrage. He
had cast aside that "tone of civility and sweet reasonableness" that his biographer Mark Winchell says
he always maintained. l His colleague, collaborator,
and closest friend had been wronged, and he had
taken it upon himself to set matters right. His ire
was a measure of the strength of his friendship and
of his sense of rectitude.
The strength of Brooks's friendship pervades his
letters published in Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn
Warren: A Literary Correspondence. Just as obvious
is the strength of Warren's attachment to Brooks.
Throughout these letters, extending from 1933 to
1988, mostly concerned with literary and professional matters, a tone of respectful deference obtains, but breaking through that tone quite often are
glimpses of their heartfelt affection for one another.
These glimpses usually come at the ends of letters,
when the business matters have been concluded
and one expresses his desire to see the other and
his family, or is particularly warm in communicating his affection. The closes are usually "As ever"
or "Regards" or "My best," but on a few occasions
these become "Love to both of you" or "Our love,
all around." And, in several instances, when the
drudgery of putting together one of their textbooks
has become too much to bear , Warren , particularly ,
will relax the professional tone and vent his exasperation-as he does in a letter of 30 June 1947:
Well, I'll sign off, for the clock is striking midnight.
God bless us one and all and let's finish this damned
book and make a million dollars and blow it all on
riotous living to recover our souls.

On many occasions they request criticism of a
piece they have written, either for one of their textbooks or to be published elsewhere. Brooks appears most reluctant to offer criticism of Warren
although he occasionally does so, but always witl~
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tactful qualifications. For instance, in 1962 Warren
sent Brooks a copy of his essay "Fiction: Why We
Read It," asking for suggestions. Brooks's answer
of 14 March lavishly praises the essay, calling it a
"little masterpiece," then adds, "I have set down (on
the next page) a few very tiny suggestions and queries. None of them amount to much and I shan't
mind if you pass over them all." There follows a
full page of suggestions. Warren is less reluctant to
offer criticism, but he too is always tactful. When
Brooks asked for criticism of one of the essays to
be included in The Well-Wrought Urn, Warren
praised the essay in his letter of 6 December 1943,
then offered two pages of suggestions, ending:
"Well, all of my remarks are trivial. The paper is
damned enlightening, and ought to stir up something. As I read it I was filled with nostalgia for our
old arguments and discussions and collaborations.
'Ah Ben, say when-.'" Particularly moving is a
passage in Warren's letter of 16 September 1983.
After thanking Brooks for having gone over the
typescript of Altitudes and Extensions, he continues:
I only fear that you were too easy on the bookwhich is like you. But this leads to a broader thought,
which I have thought for a long time. You mustyou plural-must have known of the dimension of
our attachment to Brookses and admiration. I can
look back longer than Eleanor, but with no more
feeling. But I want to say something more special
now. You can't imagine how much lowe you about
poetry-on two counts. Our long collaborations always brought something new and eye-opening to
me, seminal notions, for me, often couched in some
seemingly incidental or casual remark. One of the
happiest recollections I have, is that of the long sessions of work on the UP-not to mention all earlier
and later conversations. The other count has to do
with the confidence you gave me about my own
efforts. I'm sure that you were often over-generous,
but even allowing for that, it still meant something
fundamental to me. I have often wanted to say something like this to you, but I know how you'd give an
embarrassed shrug and disclaimer. Anyway now I can
say it without your interruption.

Warren added in script in the margin: "This does
not cover so many other indebtednesses." And at
the bottom of the page: "No answer, please." This
consonance of civility and good-will is never disturbed in the entire collection of letters. And it
seems to me a notable triumph that they could sustain, in their lives as in these letters, such deport-
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ment into the latter decades of the twentieth century-particularly in the face of increasing criticism
from a new generation of critics and poets during
the last two or three decades of their lives.
Although both were born in Kentucky, within
thirty miles of one another, they did not meet until
1925 when Brooks became a freshman at
Vanderbilt. Their friendship seems to have been
immediate: Brooks recalled later that Warren, a senior, even took an interest in his fledgling efforts
at freshman essay writing. Later their paths crossed
at Oxford, where both were Rhodes Scholars. But
the bonding that would seal their exemplary friendship did not occur until 1934 when Warren joined
the faculty at LSU, where Brooks had been since
1932. It was there they became collaborators, first
as editors of the Southern Review, then on a series
of textbooks. The first of these, An Approach to Literature, grew out of the needs of their own teaching: students, they found, had no concept of how
to read literature, and the traditional teaching methods, reflected in available textbooks, failed to address the problem. Their understanding of literature,
influenced largely by the practices and theories of
I. A. Richards, T. S. Eliot, John Crowe Ransom, and
Allen Tate, required a new and radically different
kind of textbook. The first edition of An Approach
to Literature appeared in 1936, and underwent four
subsequent editions, the fifth and final edition appearing in 1975. This initial collaboration led to four
additional textbook collaborations, two of whichUnderstanding Poetry (1938) and Understanding Fiction (1943)-revolutionized the teaching of
literature in America by employing close readings
of texts and providing the tools with which to analyze work under examination: they were manuals
explaining and applying the principles of the New
Criticism. The widespread adoption of these textbooks at colleges and universities throughout
America assured the dominance of the New Critical approach over the next four decades; and, despite the overlays of postmodern criticism with
theories based on philosophical, psychological, and
sociological models, the methods of Brooks and
Warren are fundamentally the ones taught in the
classrooms of most colleges and universities today.
The third of these collaborations, Modern Rhetoric, a freshman text, was the most difficult for
Brooks and Warren. Although they began work on
the book in 1945, problems with approach, content,

and organization delayed completion and publication until 1949. Warren refers to it on several occasions as "that Goddamned textbook." And although
it went through three editions, it was never as successful as their other textbooks, largely because of
its conservative-even reactionary-concerns with
English usage. (Interestingly, this seems to be the
only textbook that the pair undertook strictly for
monetary reasons.)
Their fourth collaboration, however, American
Literature: The Makers and the Making (1973), is certainly the best anthology/textbook ever published
on American letters. The choices of texts are exemplary and comprehensive (they included selections
from Native American culture, folk traditions, African American slave narratives, spirituals, blues, and
so forth); and the lengthy historical essays and critical commentaries make it a rich resource for students and teachers alike (I recommend it as an
overview to all my Ph.D. students studying for comprehensive examinations).
Nearly all the letters in this collection deal with
Brooks and Warren's collaborative projects:
divvying up chores, asking for copies of work completed, relaying reactions and suggestions from publishing houses, discussing works to be included,
inquiring if one or the other can find competent
secretarial help. And, quite frankly, this makes for
very boring reading. There are a few newsy and
interesting letters: Warren's letter of 15 July 1948,
describing in some detail his travels in Italy and the
landscape around Taormina, where he was living;
Brooks's letter of 29 November 1964 from London
describing his activities as cultural attache; and, particularly, Warren's letter of 1 August 1953 recounting the birth of his daughter Rossana on the living
room floor-with Warren as midwife. But these
nodes of interest are few and far between. (In his
editorial notes Grimshaw says that he has omitted
some passages containing "personal information"
but gives no reason why he has done so.) Also, because most of the letters concern details of projects
at hand, it seems to the reader that these matters
must be absorbing the lives of the two men. One
tends to forget that throughout the period covered
by the correspondence Warren was turning out
novels, poetry, plays, and other kinds of literary
criticism at a prodigious rate. Or that Brooks was
editing the letters of Thomas Percy and writing some
of the most important critical books of his time:

Modern Poetry and the Tradition (1939), The Well
Wrought Urn (1947), The Hidden God (1963), William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha Country (1963),
A Shaping of ] qy (1971 )-and this is only a partial
list. Or that both were teaching classes at major universities, as well as responding to other professional
and social demands upon their time.
Grimshaw tries to give a broad view of the activities of both men by providing a chronology at
the beginning of the book, and by his own substantial introduction. There is a foreword by Lewis
P. Simpson, who, along with Don Stanford, revived
the Southern Review in 1965 and is author of the
study The Possibilities of Order: Cleanth Brooks and
His Work (1976), and an afterword by R. W. B.
Lewis, Brooks and Warren's colleague at Yale and
collaborator on the textbook American Literature:
The Makers and the Making. Both are appreciations
which give some idea of the scope and importance
of the correspondents' work. Grimshaw has also
provided footnotes to help the reader follow along.
But I found all these aids inadequate, if one wants
to know what is going on in the two men's lives at
the times the letters were written. The footnotes are
sparse and at times arbitrary: helpful information
is provided here and there, but at other points one
is left uncertain about what project is being referred
to; people referred to in the text are usually identified but sometimes not. If readers really want to
follow the course of the pair's lives as they peruse
the letters, they must sit with Joseph Blotner's biography of Warren2 on the one hand and Mark
Royden Winchell's biography of Brooks on the
other. And this makes for rather hard going. But that
is a problem with any collection of letters of this
type, because their mutual concerns represent only
a limited aspect of their lives. And, in all, Grimshaw
has done a credible and careful job.
Grimshaw is a Regents Professor of the Texas
A&M University System at Commerce and has previously contributed to scholarship on both authors.
In 1981 he published Robert Penn Warren: A Descriptive Bibliography (the most comprehensive bibliography of Warren's work available) and he has edited
Robert Penn Warren's Brother to Dragons: A Discussion (1983), "Times Glory": Original Essays on Robert
Penn Warren (1986), Cleanth Brooks at the United
States Air Force Academy (1980), and Friends of Their
Youth: Cleanth Brooks/Robert Penn Warren (1993).
His knowledge of these friends and correspondents
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is generously manifest in his fine introduction. And
I have only a few quibbles with his editing of the
volume. All originals of the letters in the volume
are deposited in the Beinecke Library at Yale University. Most are in typescript, but a few are holograph, and Grimshaw explains what problems he
encountered in reading and transcribing the handwriting of both, and the typing of Warren. He has
included all marginal insertions and marginal comments with appropriate bracketing to indicate their
nature. Return addresses are recorded even if they
are letterhead and not indicative of the writer's location at the time. Only obvious typographical errors have been silently emended, but Grimshaw has
added a "few" commas for the sake of clear reading (I, for one, wish he had left the commas alone).
And all suppositional readings of illegible words are
indicated by pointed brackets. A helpful feature is
Grimshaw's indication of where each new page in
a letter begins, so that scholars consulting the originals can find passages more easily. My only serious reservation in regard to editing procedures is
that Grimshaw does not explain how transcriptions
were made-from photocopies or the originals, and
if from photocopies whether the transcriptions were
checked against the originals. Nor does he explain
what proofreading procedures were used to insure
accuracy. In reading the volume, however, I noticed
only one typographical error in the texts, and only
one demonstrable error-in a footnote which refers to Poe's "A Descent into the Maelstrom" as a
poem rather than a story. The book has a generous index; however, in my spot checking I found
a number of errors and omissions: Brooks's most
important comment on Faulkner is not listed, under Modern Rhetoric a number of pages are listed
which refer only to Understanding Fiction, and references to Don Marquis and several other figures
are missed. These errors and omissions may not be
extensive, but the ones I discovered lead one to
distrust the accuracy of the index, which is such an
important tool for scholars.
Cleanth Brooks and Robert Penn Warren: A Literary Correspondence is a welcome addition to the
shelf for those of us studying this pair who had, as
Peter Taylor once said, "two of the finest literary
minds in America." The volume is, however, provisional: there are gaps in the correspondence. In
a number of cases, answers to included letters have
not been located. Letters for the years 1935, 1937,
18
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1938, 1952, 1984, and 1987 are entirely missing.
These may have been lost, but if they exist (as many
likely do) and are later made available, the volume
will have to be redone. Also, the letters printed here
will not become an important source for scholars
since so much of them concerns the details of making their textbooks: the letters afford scant glimpses
into their personal lives or their literary minds. For
their ideas and insights one must go to the textbooks, essays, and creative works themselves,
which these letters only talk about.

Notes
1. Mark Royden Winchell, Cleanth Brooks and the Rise oj
Modern Criticism (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
1996), 268.
2. Joseph Blotner, Robert Penn Warren: A Biography
(New York: Random House, 1977).

NHPRC Grants
The National Historical Publications and
Records Commission announced grants of
$1,362,863 for eight founding-era documentary
editing projects and publication subvention of
seven volumes produced by these projects.
Receiving awards are the Documentary History
of the Ratification of the Constitution; the Papers of Thomas Jefferson; the Documentary
History of the Supreme Court, 1789-1800; the
Papers of George Washington; the Papers of
Benjamin Franklin; the Documentary History
of the First Federal Congress, 1789-1791; the
Papers of James Madison; and the Adams Papers. Publication subvention awards went to
the publishers of the papers of James Madison,
George Washington, and Benjamin Franklin.
The Samuel Gompers papers project will
host the 1999-2000 fellowship in historical
documentary editing. A second fellowship, at
the Margaret Sanger papers project at New York
University, will be awarded if funds permit.
In addition, the Commission awarded up
to $982,042 for nine state board and collaborative records projects, and $297,436 for two
electronic records and technologies projects.

The ADE Annual Meeting Sessions
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, OCTOBER 1998

Gateway to the West: Exploring Editorial Terrain
sumptions, it turns out, were wrong. Corrected typeChair: Tom Quirk
scripts, galley and page proofs, as well as a wealth
This panel brought together the general editors of
of background and biographical material promise
important western writers. Gary Moulton, editor of
to alter our perception of Cather as an artist and
our appreciation of her texts. Finally, as respondent,
the Lewis and Clark Journals, surveyed the twentyTom Quirk posed a series of questions about the
year history of the editions from the enviable prosresponsibilities of textual editors. Does one owe
pect of one who has now completed his work. He
primary allegiance to the funding agencies that
described the unanticipated difficulties in editing the
documents, particularly the complexities and intrimake the work possible? to those historical and litcacies involved with cartography and with annoerary researchers who will profit from the efforts
tating references to botany, geology, archaeology,
of textual editors? to one's professional constituethnology, linguistics, meteorology, and medicine.
ency? to the general reading public? Or to the authors whose intentions one means to preserve?
His solution was to enlist the aid of consultants;
Note:
Gary Moulton's paper from this session appears
eventually, more than a hundred persons served as
in this issue.
consultants and advisors for the project. Robert
Hirst, director of the Mark Twain Project, noted that
the revolution in textual theory, most notably repDocumentary Editing: Yesterday, Today, and
Tomorrow
resented by Jerome McGann, has had good effects,
Chair: Beth Luey
but these theorists have undervalued or misunderThis panel reviewed the changes in documentary
stood what textual editors have, in fact, been doing for some time. Acknowledging that authorship
editing that have occurred over the past twenty
is indeed a collaborative activity and pointing out
years and offered predictions and recommendations
for the future. Michael Stevens reminded the audithat this is not really news, Hirst observed that the
ence of the disputed status of the field and its pracGreg-Bowers editorial method still serves perfectly
titioners. He then discussed the development of
well both to represent Twain's intentions and to
identify the influences
documentary editing as
a craft, as a profession,
of agents, typesetters,
and the rest. Susan
and as a legacy. He reRosowski described the
viewed the changes in
somewhat surprising
the way editors tranhistory of the Willa
scribe documents (notCather editions; for coning the response to
ventional wisdom had it
Thomas Tanselle's critithat prepublication
cisms) and the practice
forms of Cather's texts
of annotation and selection. Recalling Charles
did not exist, that she
Cullen's naming of the
did not significantly re"soft money generavise her work, that she
received near perfect
tion," he warned that
editing from her pub- ADE Founding Members:front row, Roger Bruns, David L Wilson, they were being relishers, and that her Charlene Bicliford, Harriet F. Simon, and Ann D. Gordon; middle placed by the "no
work required little or row, Mary A. Giunta, Charles T. Cullen, Don L Cook, and Robert money generation." Fino explanatory com- A. Rutland; back row, John P. Kaminski, David Chesnutt, and nally, he pointed out
the
profession's
mentary. All of these as- John Y. Simon.
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legacy-beyond the monumental contributions of
the editions themselves-in the form of training programs, publications to assist in teaching future editors, and the ADE itself. For the future, he pointed
out the need for reliable funding, for attention to
school audiences, for quality control on the World
Wide Web, and for exploiting new media such as
digital television. Joel Myerson reviewed the evolution of textual editing, beginning in the 1960s with
the dominance of Greg, Bowers, and Tanselle. He
described the way this school of editing gained its
influence, noting its compatibility with the "New
Criticism," the then-dominant school of literary criticism, and its good fortune in coming along at a time
when funding and bibliographical source material
were both plentiful. He then moved to the 1980s
and Jerome McGann's insistence on the collaborative nature of authorship, resulting in "socialized
texts." Myerson offered a resolution of the dispute
in the form of a compromise: "each text is different, and blind adherence to any theory leads to
ruin." David Chesnutt pointed out both the difficulties editors have experienced in mastering new
technology and the benefits it has offered, notably
gaining better intellectual control over documents,
producing more accurate and reliable texts, finding information that enhances annotation, and providing better intellectual access through indexes. In
looking to the future, Chesnutt emphasized the
importance of partnerships among editors, archivists, publishers and librarians, and the possibility
of establishing a self-sustaining database of edited
documents.
Note: The papers from this panel appeared in the
December 1998 issue of Documentary Editing.

Twenty Years of Documentary Editing: Personal
Views
Chair: Herman J. Saatkamp, Jr.
Raymond W. Smock reviewed twenty years of ADE
presidential addresses, focusing on the lasting
themes that many of these introduced. For example,
funding has been a frequent focus: Charles Cullen
used his address to describe the "soft-money generation," Joel Myerson discussed the politics of
funding; and Charlene Bickford talked about government relations and the need for reliable funding sources. John Kaminski reminded his audience
of the importance of documents to our culture and
civilization and stressed the importance of getting
20
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documents into the classroom, a theme that David
Chesnutt also addressed. In recent years, presidential addresses have touched on the importance of
quality and standards. Mary-J 0 Kline focused on the
future. She pointed out the need for better coordination and cooperation among editors and among
the agencies that support them. She also brought
up the need to help editors meet the needs of their
customers and plan for change. Finally, she offered
some advice to editors: take advantage of new technology, take a chance, reassess your assets, make
plans, and ask the right questions.

Present at the Creation: The Founding of the
Association for Documentary Editing
Moderator: Richard Leffler
This lively session defies summary. The founders
who were able to attend the twentieth anniversary
recalled, with a modicum of consensus, how, when,
where, and why the ADE began, leading those who
had not been present at the creation to wish they
had been.
Hooked on Editing: Moving on to New Projects
Moderator: Robert A. Rutland
Three editors who have worked on two or more
projects discussed the difficulties and benefits of
such documentary mobility. Ralph Orth pointed out
the need to adapt to very different subjects that
require very different kinds of background knowledge and approaches. He also noted the differences
in working for a very large project expected to last
for decades to one that is smaller and likely to last
only a few years. Martha King described the difficulties of adapting to different editors' preferences
and ways of working, particularly when staff size
is very different. She also discussed the importance
of outreach and described the various approaches
her projects have taken to this task. Beverly Palmer
recalled the need to develop new sources and the
ability to gather various kinds of data. She also experienced differences in the ability to find funding
and in outside interest in her subjects.

Minutes of the ADE Annual Business Meeting
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, 8 OCTOBER 1998
President Cullom Davis called the meeting to order at 4:30 P.M.
The minutes of the 1997 annual business meeting, as published in the March 1998 Documentary
Editing, were approved.
Cullom recognized the NHPRC and NEH representatives attending the meeting. He acknowledged the efforts of John Simon as placement officer
and reported that the position was to be eliminated.
Cullom read a tribute to Arthur Link written by
David Hirst.
Secretary's Report
Susan H. Perdue reported the results of the 1998
election, in which 71 ballots were cast: Presidentelect, Ann Gordon; Secretary, Susan H. Perdue;
Treasurer, William M. Ferraro; Director of Publications, Martha J. King; Councilor-at-large (two-year
term), Carol DeBoer-Langworthy. The Nominating
Committee, for whom 63 ballots were cast, consists
of Frank G. Burke (chair), Sargent Bush, Jr., Lynda
L. Crist, Anne M. Decker, and Mary A. Y. Gallagher.
Current membership stands at 491 (including 57
subscriptions), compared to 499 in October 1997.
During 1998 the ADE gained 21 new members and
had 3 reinstated, while it lost 35 members through
death, resignation, or nonpayment of dues. A breakdown of membership categories includes 17 Patrons, 26 Sustaining, 16 Students, and 22 Retirees.
There were 15 contributors.
Susan reported that Frank Grizzard maintains
the ADE's home page at the University of Virginia
which is accessed at http://etext.virginia.edu/ ade.
An ADE membership application is available on the
home page, as well as in the 1999-2000 membership directory. The ADE Council has approved publication of the directory on a biannual rather than
an annual basis to save money and time for the organization and its officers. The directory will be
mailed to the entire membership. Supplements will
be provided to the membership as needed.
ADE continues to offer Beth Luey's Editing
Documents and Texts: An Annotated Bibliography as
a premium to new ADE members. We are also of-

fering at a 20 percent discount to members MaryJo Kline's Guide to Documentary Editing (2d ed.),
and Michael E. Stevens and Steven B. Burg's Editing Historical Documents: A Handbook oj Practice.
Treasurees Report
William M. Ferraro presented the financial report
for Fiscal Year 1997-98 (1 September to 31 August),
which showed a surplus of $3,901 due to book
sales, investments, dues and contributions, and no
significant loss from conventions. Total cash assets
are $48,341 ($12,611 in savings, $35,467 in certificates of deposit, and $263 in checking). As of 31
August 1998, the Julian P. Boyd Award had a balance of $16,063, and the Jo Ann Boydston Award
Fund had a balance of $5,411. The ADE is in good
fiscal health. The treasurer's report was approved.
Committee Reports
1. Meeting. Leslie Rowland reported on behalf of
the meetings committee that the 1999 meeting will
be held in Charlottesville, Virginia, at the Omni
Hotel, 7-9 October. Possible tours of Ashlawn,
home of J ames Monroe, and Montpelier, home of
J ames Madison, are being considered.
2. Future Meetings. Gary Moulton reported that the
2000 meeting will be in San Francisco, with Candace
Falk in charge oflocal arrangements. Raleigh, North
Carolina, will be the site for the meeting in 200l.
Joe Mobley of the North Carolina Department of
Archives and History is in charge of local arrangements. Gary is interested in suggestions for future
meetings.
3. Publications. Martha J. King, director of publications-elect, reported in Thomas Mason's absence.
Tom acknowledged the work of Beth E. Luey in
editing the first three issues of Documentary Editi ngin 1998, making the director of publications' job
much easier. The ADE endorsed Editing Historical
Documents, edited by Stevens and Burg; the title

Continued on page 28
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ADE Treasurer's Report
FISCAL YEAR 1997-98

1996-97 actual

Income

$11,430
4,551
1,144

Dues/ Contributions
Conventions
Doc. Editing Subscriptions
Book Sales
Interest
Guide Revision Refund
Boyd/Boydston Gifts
Miscellaneous
TOTALS

o
1,306

o
395
330
$18,761

1996-97 actual

Expenses

Conventions
Documentary Editing
Membership Directory
Federal Policy Comm.
National Coordinating Committee
National Humanities Alliance
Student Intern
Butterfield Prize
Distinguished Service Awards
Book Purchases
Office supplies / postage
Premium Books
Boyd/Boydston Transfer
Miscellaneous
TOTALS

$7,553
5,774
899
452
1,000
1,000
754
500
23

o
294
310
395
349
$21,050

1997-98 budget
$12,000
9,000
1,200
0
1,300
0
0
300
$23,800

1997-98 budget
$9,000
6,500
900
1,000
1,500
1,000
-0
500
0
0
750
0
0
100
$21,250

1997-98 actual
$10,420
9,702
1,163
1,760
1,913
2,485
335
163
$27,941

1997 -98 actual
$10,669
5,827
868
0
1,500
1,500
0
500
310
1,645
872
0
205
144
$24,040

FY 1997-98 Surplus: $3,901

Cash on Hand
31 August 1997
31 August 1998

Savings
$10,421
$12,611

CDS
$26,625
$35,467

Checking
$10,421
$ 263

Total
$44,440
$48,341

Increase from FY 1996-97 to FY 1997-98: $3,901

Julian P. Boyd Award Fund
Balance on hand 31 August 1997
Paid out during FY 1997-98
Contributions during FY 1997-98
Interest during FY 1997-98
Balance on hand 31 August 1998
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Jo Ann Boydston Award Fund
$15,073

o
305
685
$16,063
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Balance on hand 31 August 1997
Paid out during FY 1997-98
Contributions during FY 1997-98
Interest during FY 1997-98
Balance on hand 31 August 1998

$5,400
250
30
231
$5,411

Recent Editions
COMPILED BY MARK A. MASTROMARINO
This quarterly feature will continue to provide an annotated bibliography of current documentary editions of interest chiefly to
scholars of American and English history, literature, and culture. It is generally restricted to works in English edited from
manuscript, but other significant editions may occasionally appear on it. A separate annual list documenting other scholarship
and literature published by members of the Association will also appear in 1999, given the cooperation of interested individuals.
For the inclusion of material on either list, please send full bibliographic citations to Mark A. Mastromarino, The Papers of George
Washington, Alderman Library 504, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22903-2498; Fax (804) 982-4529; E-mail:
mam4w@virginia.edu

AFRICAN-AMERICAN. Freedom's Soldiers: The Black
Military Experience in the Civil War. Edited by Ira
Berlin, Joseph P. Reidy, and Leslie S. Rowland. Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press,
1998. xvi, 192 pp. $49.95 (cloth), ISBN 0-521-632587; $14.95 (paper), ISBN 0-521-63449-0. Intended for
classroom use and general readers, this selective edition of forty documents reprinted from volumes of
Freedom: A Documentary History of Emancipation
also includes a concise and lucid introductory essay,
thirty pages of illustrations, and suggestions for further reading.

ALLENFAl\1ILY(VERMONT).Ethan Allen and His Kin:
Correspondence, Volume I: August 1772-November
1791; Volume II: January 1792-September 1819.
Edited by John J. Duffy, Ralph H. Orth, J. Kevin
Graffagnino, and Michael A. Bellesiles. Hanover, N.H.:
University Press of New England, 1998. 896 pp. $100.
ISBN 0-87451-8580-X. The letters exchanged between
Ethan (1737/8-1789) and Ira (1751-1814), and their
Loyalist brother Levi Allen, as well as those to and
from their associates, document life and politics on
the northern New England frontier from the perspective of members of the Vermont family instrumental
in settling and shaping the destiny of early Vermont.
ARNOLD, MATTHEW. The Letters of Matthew Arnold,
Volume III: 1866-1870. Edited by Cecil Y. Lang.
Charlottesville and London: University Press of Virginia, 1998. xxvi, 486 pp. $60.00. ISBN 0-8139-17654. The outgoing letters that appear in this third of a
projected six volumes show the English poet and
social critic (1822-1888) at the midpoint of his professional career, as he published his first volume of
poems in a decade, New Poems (1867).
BROOKS, CLEANTH, and ALLEN TATE. Cleanth
Brooks and AJlen Tate: Collected Letters, 1933-1976.
Edited by Alphonse Vinh. Columbia and London:

University of Missouri Press, 1998. xi, 278 pp. $35.95.
ISBN 0-8262-1207-7. Over 250 letters document the
personal and professional relationships between
Brooks (b. 1906), one of the principal creators of the
New Criticism, and Tate (b. 1899), poet, critic, biographer, teacher, and literary editor. Note: Cleanth
Brooks and Robert Penn Warren: A Literary Correspondence, edited by James A. Grimshaw, Jr., is reviewed in this issue.
CARLYLE, THOMAS, AND JANE WELSH CARLYLE.
The Collected Letters of Thomas and Jane Welsh
Carlyle, Duke-Edinburgh Edition. Volume XXVI: 1851.
Edited by Clyde de L. Ryals, Kenneth J. Fielding, Ian
Campbell, Aileen Christianson, and Sheila McIntosh.
Durham, N.C., and London: Duke University Press, 1998.
xxx, 321 pp. $54.95. ISBN 0-8223-2104-1. The 175 outgoing letters of British essayist, lecturer, and historian
(1795-1881) and 43 of those of his wife (1801-1866)
to each other as well as to Robert Browning, Ralph
Waldo Emerson, John Ruskin, and other correspondents illuminate the couple's own personal relationship and reflect on the literary milieu of
mid-nineteenth-century Britain. Sixty-five incoming
letters are also calendared.
CHASE,SALMONP. The Salmon P. Chase Papers, Volume V: Correspondence, 1865-1873. Edited by John
Niven, Leigh Johnson, James P. McClure, Holly Byers
Ochoa, and Kathleen Norman. Kent, Ohio: Kent State
University Press, 1998. 464 pp. $45. ISBN 0-87338-6183. The 215 letters selected for publication in this final
volume shed light on the last phase of Chase's life
(1808-1873), during which he served as chief justice
of the U.S. Supreme Court. The correspondence covers, among other subjects, Chase's quest for the Democratic nomination to the presidency in 1868 and 1872,
the impeachment trial of President Andrew Johnson
over which he presided, and the scandalous breakup
of the marriage of his daughter Kate Chase Sprague.
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CHEROKEE INDIANS. The Brainerd Journal: A Mission to the Cherokees, 1817-1823. Edited by Joyce B.
Phillips and Paul Gary Phillips. Indians of the Southeast Series. Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1998. xx, 586 pp. $55. ISBN
0-8032-3718-9. This first publication of a journal kept
by members of an interdenominational Protestant mission near present-day Chattanooga, Tennessee, provides ethnographic details of Cherokee life and
politics, as well as white attitudes toward Cherokee
society and culture.
DICKINSON, EMILY. The Poems of Emily Dickinson:
Variorum Edition. Edited by R. W. Franklin. Cambridge, Mass., and London: Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1998. 3 volumes; 1,680 pp. $125.
ISBN 0-674-67622-X. A chronological edition of all the
poems (1,789) known to have been written by the
Amherst, Massachusetts, poet (1830-1886), only ten
of which were published, anonymously in newspapers, during her lifetime.
FEMINISM. S ocial Justice Feminists in the United States
and Germany: A Dialogue in Documents, 1885-1933.
Edited by Kathryn Kish Sklar, Anja Schuler, and Susan Strasser. Ithaca, N.Y., and London: Cornell University Press, 1998. xvi, 381 pp. $19.95 (paper), ISBN
0-8014-8469-3. The forty documents, mainly articles
and letters that appeared in contemporary periodicals,
contextualized by thorough editorial apparatus-including a seventy-five-page introductory essay and
briefer document introductions, as well as footnotescontribute to political cultural history by revealing the
influence of German factory legislation on debates in
the United States, illustrating differing contexts of
women's suffrage, comparing the reactions of both
pacifists and anti-pacifists to World War I, and tracing the postwar shifts in the American and German
feminist movements.
FINCH,ANNEKINGSMILL. The Anne Finch Wellesley
Manuscrzpt Poems: A Critical Edition. Edited by Barbara McGovern and Charles H. Hinnant. Athens and
London: University of Georgia Press, 1998.1,205 pp.
$40. ISBN 0-8203-1995-3. The first complete edition
of fifty-three poems by the English countess of
Winchilsea (1661-1720).
FITZPATRICK,MARION HILL. Letters to Amanda: The
Civil War Letters of Marion Hill FitiPatrick, Army of
Northern Virginia. Edited by Jeffrey C. Lowe and Sam
Hodges; foreword by Gary W. Gallagher. Macon, Ga.:
24
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Mercer University Press, 1998. xxvi, 228 pp. $29.95.
ISBN 0-86554-591-X. This fully annotated edition of
101 letters, which were originally published privately
in 1975, was a labor of love for the editors, great-great
grandsons of Fitzpatrick (1835-1865), who left his
home in Crawford County, Georgia, to join the Confederate Army in May 1862, and his wife Amanda
White Fitzpatrick (1844-1907).
FRANKLIN, BENJAMIN. The Papers of Benjamin
Franklin, Volume XXXIV: November 16, 1780,
through April 30, 1781. Edited by Barbara B. Oberg,
Ellen R. Cohn, Jonathan R. Dull, Karen Duval, Leslie
J. Lindenauer, Claude A. Lopez, and Kate M. Ohno.
New Haven, Conn., and London: Yale University
Press, 1998. lxii, 641 pp. $80. ISBN 0-300-07413-1. The
political and private correspondence of the American
minister to France documents his obtaining for the
Revolutionary cause additional loans and grants from
the French government. Other subjects covered include Benedict Arnold's treason and Franklin's offer
to resign his commission. Highlights of his private
correspondence consist of two bagatelles Franklin
composed for his neighbor, Madame Brillon: "Dialogue between the Gout and Mr. Franklin," and "The
Deformed and Handsome Leg."
GRANT, ULYSSES S. The Papers of Ulysses S. Grant,
Volume XXI: November 1, 1870-May 31, 1871; Volume XXII: June 1, 1871-January 31, 1872. Edited by
John Y. Simon, William M. Ferraro, Aaron M. Lisec,
and Sue E. Dotson. Carbondale and Edwardsville:
Southern Illinois University Press, 1998. xxii, 548 pp.,
$65, ISBN 0-8093-2197-1; xxiv, 513 pp., $65, ISBN 08093-2198-X. Incoming and outgoing correspondence,
speeches, and proclamations document President
Grant's activities in foreign and domestic policy during his first administration. Topics discussed include
the negotiation of the Treaty of Washington with Great
Britain involving settlement of the Alabama Claims,
an initiative to annex Santo Domingo, passage of the
Ku Klux Klan Act authorizing the president to suspend
habeus corpus and impose martial law where appropriate, clashes with Indians in the West, and political
infighting among Republicans.
HOOVER, HERBERT, and FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT.
Herbert Hoover and Franklin D. Roosevelt: A Documentary History. Contributions in American History
Series, Volume CVII. Edited by Timothy M. Walch and
Dwight Miller. Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Publishing Group, Inc., 1998. 264 pp. $59.95. ISBN 0-31330-

608-7. This correspondence from 1917 to 1945 details
the friendship between the two politicians during
Woodrow Wilson's presidential administration until
1929, and their subsequent rivalry after Roosevelt
became governor of New York and Hoover president.
HOUSTON, SAM. Personal Correspondence, Volume
II: 1846-1848. Edited by Madge Thornall Roberts.
Denton: University of North Texas Press, 1998. viii,
390 pp. $32.50. ISBN 1-57441-031-8. Over two hundred letters, mostly to his wife Margaret Lea Houston,
document the period of Houston's life (1793-1863)
when the Texan launched his thirteen-year career in
the U.S. Senate.
IMPEACHMENT. Impeachable Offenses: A Documentary History from 1787 to the Present. Edited by Emily
Field Van Tassel and Paul Finkelman. Washington,
D.C.: Congressional Quarterly, Inc., 1999. x, 326 pp.
$34.95 (cloth), ISBN 1-56902-479-7; $19.95 (paper),
ISBN 1-56802-480-0. The editors provide and interpret
a timely compilation of extracts and documents relating to the legal, political, and constitutional histories
of American impeachments.
ISHAM, EDWARD. The Confessions of Edward Isham:
A Poor White Lzfe of the Old South. Edited by Charles
C. Bolton and Scott P. Culclasure; introduction by J.
William Harris. Athens and London: University of
Georgia Press, 1998. xxii, 192 pp. $40 (cloth), ISBN
0-8203-2021-8; $18 (paper) ISBN 0-8203-2073-0. The
editors present the autobiography dictated by a poor
white farmer to his court-appointed defense attorney
after his North Carolina murder conviction in 1859 and
provide a series of essays placing the document in the
contexts of nineteenth-century confessional literature
and the history of crime, labor, frontier life, and gender
relations.
MADISON,JAMES. The Papers of James Madison, Secretary of State Series, Volume IV: 8 October 1802-15
May 1803. Edited by Mary A. Hackett, J. C. A. Stagg,
Susan Holbrook Perdue,Jeanne Kerr Cross, and Ellen
J. Barber. Charlottesville and London: University Press
of Virginia, 1998. xliv, 673 pp. $65. ISBN 0-8139-17476. Madison's incoming and outgoing correspondence
documents the Jefferson administration's response to
the Spanish withdrawal of the American right of deposit at New Orleans and the crisis that precipitated
the sale of Louisiana to the U.S., Anglo-American relations as Britain moved closer to war with France,

and America's diplomatic difficulties with the regencies of North Africa.
POND, CORNEUA JONES. Recollections of a S outhern Daughter: A Memoir by Cornelia Jones Pond of
Liberty County. Edited by Lucinda H. MacKethan. Athens and London: University of Georgia Press, 1998.
xlvi, 118 pp. $24.95. ISBN 0-8203-2044-7. Pond's
(1834-1902) memoirs, dictated to her daughter from
1899 to 1902 for the pleasure of Pond's children and
grandchildren, describe the changes experienced in
Georgia by the slaveholding planter elite before, during, and after the Civil War.
POPE, JOHN. The Military Memoirs of General John
Pope. Edited by Peter Cozzens and Robert 1. Girardi;
foreword by John Y. Simon. Chapel Hill and London:
University of North Carolina Press, 1998. xxviii, 287
pp. $34.95. ISBN 0-8078-2444-5. Originally serialized
in newspapers in the 1880s, these reminiscences of
Pope (1822-1892), former commander of the Union
Army of the Mississippi who was transferred east only
to be defeated at the Second Battle of Bull Run, not
only present character sketches of leading northern
politicians and generals but also detail his later career
on the western frontier.
POUND, EZRA, and OUVIA ROSSETTI AGRESTI. "I
Cease Not to Yowl": Ezra Pound's Letters to Olivia
Rosetti Agresti. Edited by Demetres P. Tryphonopoulos
and Leon Surette. Urbana and Chicago: University of
Illinois Press, 1998. xxviii, 327 pp. $34.95, ISBN 0-25202410-9. This twenty-two-year exchange of letters
between Agresti (1875-1960), a Fascist sympathizer
and niece of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, and the pro-Fascis t poet Ezra Pound (1875-1972) began in 1937 and
lasted through Pound's confinement at St. Elizabeth's
hospital in Washington, D.C., to which he was committed from 1944 to 1958 as being mentally unfit to
stand trial for treason.
VANDREVELDTSFAMILYLives and Letters of an Immigrant Family: The Van Dreveldts' Experiences along
the Missouri,. 1844-1866. Edited and translated by
Kenneth Kronenberg with C. Hans von Gimborn. Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1998.
xxvi, 281 pp. $45. ISBN 0-8032-2741-8. This volume
presents the letters of Prussian brothers who immigrated to the United States in 1844 and 1849. After
Theodor's return to Germany, Anton and his son
Bernhard corresponded with him on various aspects
of their immigrant lives.
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VESEY, DENMARK (1767-1823). Designs against
Charleston: The Trial Record of the Denmark Vesry
Slave Conspiracy of 1822. Edited by Edward A.
Pearson. Chapel Hill and London: University of North
Carolina Press, 1999. 424 pp. $49.95. ISBN 0-80782446-1.
WASHINGTON, GEORGE. Papers, Revolutionary War
Series, Volume VIII: January-March 1777. Edited by
Frank E. Grizzard, Jr. Charlottesville and London: U niversity Press of Virginia, 1998. xxxvi, 692 pp. ISBN 08139-1787-5. Over seven hundred letters and other
papers sent and received by Washington after his victories at Trenton and Princeton document the efforts
of the commander in chief of the Continental Army
while in winter quarters in Morristown, N.J., to reorganize the army, gather intelligence on British forces,
and prepare for the spring campaign against General
Howe.
WASHINGTON, GEORGE. Papers, Presidential Series,
Volume VII: December 1790-March 1791. Edited by
Jack D. Warren, Jr. Charlottesville and London: University Press of Virginia, 1998. xxxiv, 649 pp. $60.00.
ISBN 0-8139-1749-2. Incoming and outgoing correspondence, as well as other papers, document the
middle period of Washington's first presidential administration. At the close of the First Congress in the
early spring of 1791, the administration 'was chiefly
concerned with preparations for Arthur St. Clair's
major Indian campaign against hostile Indians in the
northwest. The documents also illuminate the political polarization of the president's closest advisors, as
Thomas Jefferson and Alexander Hamilton expressed
conflicting opinions on the constitutionality of the
Bank Bill, and detail Washington's preparations for his
tour of the Southern states.
WASHINGTON, GEORGE. Papers, Retirement Series,
Volume I: March-December 1797; Volume II: January-September 1798. Edited by W. W. Abbot.
Charlottesville and London: University Press of Virginia, 1998. xxviii, 566 pp., $55, ISBN 0-8139-1737-9;
xxviii, 646 pp., $55, 0-8139-1762-X. The correspondence in the first two of a four-volume set shows how
the first former president spent his free time administering his long-neglected farm operations, repairing
and refurbishing his Mount Vernon estate, managing
the tenantry on his western lands, and maintaining an
Continued on page 28
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NHPRC Honors Frank Burke
At its November meeting, the National
Historical Publications and Records Commission awarded its 1998 Distinguished Service
Award to former ADE president Frank G.
Burke, who served as NHRPC executive director from 1975 until 1988. Archivist John W.
Carlin presented the award.
The commission noted that Frank Burke's
work has had a profound impact on the field
of documentary editing and on the preservation and accessibility of historical records.
Under his leadership, the NHPRC launched
its records program and a series of conferences at which documentary editors discussed the practices and problems of their
work. Burke is the only individual to have
served as president of both the Association
for Documentary Editing and the Society of
American Archivists.
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"Minutes" continued from page 21
page carries the statement, "Published in cooperation with the American
Association for State and Local History, The Association for Documentary
Editing, and the State Historical Society of Wisconsin." Both the Stevens book
and Mary-Jo Kline's book are purchased by ADE at a 40 percent discount
from the publisher and then sold to members at a 20 percent discount. Orders are made through Secretary Susan Perdue, books are sent out by John
Kaminski, and Treasurer William Ferraro receives the monies and reorders
books from the publisher as needed.
4. Federal Policy. Charlene Bickford reported that 1998 was very quiet relative to the previous year. She and Leslie Rowland met with new NHPRC Director Ann Newhall. An appropriation of $6 million is projected for the NHPRC.
There is no increase anticipated in the projected budget of $110 million for
NEH.
At this point, Ann Newhall spoke to the membership about NHPRC's
ongoing discussion with NEH about a possible collaboration to raise private
funds. She is planning on launching an aggressive fundraising campaign with
foundations; however, money is still a problem. The reauthorization campaign
is already under way, and Ann expressed her hope that NHPRC can count
on the ADE membership to support it.
New Business
There was no new business.
There being no further business, President Davis adjourned the meeting
at 5:50 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,
Susan H. Perdue, Secretary

"Recent Editions" continued from page 26
interest in national politics. After President] ohn Adams appointed Washington commander of a new American army to be raised to repulse a feared
French invasion, Washington's correspondence also details the organization
of that military force.
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WINTERS, WILLIAM. The Musick of the Mocking Birds, the Roar of the Cannon: The Civil War Diary and Letters of William Winters. Edited by Steven E.
Woodworth. Lincoln and London: University of Nebraska Press, 1998. xiv,
154 pp. $32.50. ISBN 0-8032-4773-7. The previously unpublished writings of
a small-town Indiana saddle and harness maker (1830-1864) who served in
the Union Army at the Siege of Vicksburg and in the Red River campaign
detail his military experiences before his death on the battlefield in Louisiana.
WORLD WAR II LOUISIANA. Louisiana Voices: Remembering World War II.
Edited and compiled by Janet Barnwell; contributing ed. Stanley E. Hilton;
introduction by Stephen Ambrose. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1998. 176 pp. $19.95 (paper), ISBN 0-807 -2236-X. Personal wartime
memoirs of veterans selected from the collections of the T. Harry Williams
Center for Oral History at Louisiana State University.
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